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ABSTRACT

Online healthcare forums provide a valuable platform for people
to discover knowledge. However, existing approaches rely on the
syntactic information units, such as a sentence, a post, or a thread,
to bind different pieces of information in a forum. In this work,
we propose to connect the pieces of information by a semantic in-
formation unit, patients. Specifically, we connect the information
of diseases, symptoms, treatments, and effects to the patient who
experiences them, and thus enable effective knowledge discovery.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

H.3 [INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL ]: Infor-
mation Search and Retrieval
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1. INTRODUCTION
Online healthcare forums are a popular platform for people to

share their personal experience, participate in discussions, express
their feelings, and to support each other. There are a lot of online
healthcare forums available, such as PatientsLikeMe 1, WebMD 2,
Healthboards message boards 3, MedHelp 4, and the Epilepsy fo-
rum 5. The user population of such forums are rapidly growing. For
instance, MedHelp currently has 13 million active monthly users.
With highly valuable patient-contributed information and the ever
increasing volume, such healthcare forums provide the potential for
doctors and medical researchers to discover knowledge about vari-
ous diseases, treatments, their effects and adverse reactions, and so

1http://www.patientslikeme.com
2http://exchanges.webmd.com
3http://www.healthboards.com/boards
4http://www.medhelp.org/
5http://epilepsyfoundation.ning.com/forum
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on. For instance, adverse drug reaction (ADR) has become a lead-
ing cause of death in the U.S. [4]. While traditional small-scale
patient surveys or voluntary report systems [1] are used to detect
ADR, online healthcare forums may provide evidences in a much
larger scale and in a timely fashion through the active participation
of patients and caregivers. Furthermore, achieving “smart health
and well-being” demands patients to take an active role in under-
standing their health status and in making informed decisions. On-
line healthcare forums enable patients and caregivers to perform
searches regarding to specific questions.

Consider a user who wants to check other patients’ experience
of using Vitamin for alleviating aggression in order to gain more
knowledge. She would issue a keyword query “Vitamin, aggres-
sion” on a healthcare forum. Many forums, such as WebMD and
Patientslikeme, take an approach, referred as post-based search in
this paper, that returns a post as a search result if it contains all
the input query keywords. Consider a scenario where a caregiver
describes her daughter has “aggression” and seeks for suggestions,
and another experienced forum user replies and suggests her daugh-
ter to take “Vitamin” without explicitly quoting the word “aggres-
sion”. While this would perfectly answer the user’s query, it will be
missed by the posted-based search as the query keywords appear in
two posts instead of one. Therefore, post-based search may suffer
low recall.

To improve the recall, another approach, named as thread-based

search in this paper, and its variants are commonly used in many
forums, such as the Healthboards message boards and the Epilepsy
forum. It returns a thread or its link if all the posts in this thread
collectively contain all the user input query keywords. Such an
approach would be able to return the relevant result described ear-
lier for the example query. However, suppose a user who suffers
from seizures due to weaning wants to check other similar patients’
experience. She would issue a keyword query “seizure, wean”.
Consider another thread discussing the effects of Vitamin B6 on an
epilepsy patient. One post author mentions that her mother is tak-
ing Keppra to control her seizures while another caregiver mentions
her son has weaned off Keppra since it causes anger. Although both
of them have benefited from Vitamin B6, nobody has “seizure” due
to “weaning”. This thread is thus not relevant to the user’s search
intention. Such an irrelevant thread will be returned by the thread-
based search as a query result, suffering low precision.

To understand the root cause of the problem, let us first under-
stand the semantics of the user query. By issuing a query “Vitamin,
aggression" or “seizure, wean", the user would like to find out the
effects of Vitamin to aggression or the seizures caused by wean-
ing happened on a patient. In other words, given multiple query
keywords, the dots, a user would like to connect them by a patient
whose experiences relate to all the query keywords. However, such
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Figure 1: The system overview.

connection is not readily available in the data. Existing approaches
choose to connect the dots by syntactic information unit, such as a
post or a thread. Unfortunately, syntactic information units (e.g. a
sentence, a post or a thread) used by existing approaches are typ-
ically misaligned with semantic information unit (a patient) that a
user relies on, resulting in poor search quality.

This problem not only exists in patients’ information search, but
also occurs in researchers’ knowledge discovery on online health-
care forums. Recently, work has been performed on ADR dis-
covery in online healthcare forums through co-occurrence analy-
sis [8, 10, 15]. It assumes that if two medical phrases, such as a
drug “Depakote” and an ADR “fever”, co-occur in the same syn-
tactic unit (e.g. a sentence, a post or a thread) frequently, then “De-
pakote” is considered to cause “fever”. However, such occurrences
of “Depakote” and “fever” may not refer to the same patient.

In this work, we propose to connect the dots (i.e. the pieces
of information) by a semantic information unit (i.e. a patient) for
effective knowledge discovery in online healthcare forums. In par-
ticular, we connect the information of conditions, symptoms, dis-
eases, treatments, and effects to the patient who experiences them.
With the well-connected information, we can support patients to
perform effective information search and support researchers to
perform knowledge discovery.
Related Work: There is a growing interest in knowledge discov-
ery from online healthcare social media. [6] focuses on information
integration from multiple online communities to obtain comprehen-
sive information. [8, 10, 15] study the problem of detecting ADR
through co-occurrence analysis from social media with different
syntactic document units. In contrast, we propose to connect infor-
mation in healthcare forums via a semantic unit, a patient. Opinion
mining and sentiment analysis are also used for knowledge discov-
ery in online healthcare forums [5, 9]. [9] discovers patient drug
outcomes by clustering the topics and opinions in online health fo-
rums. [5] compares the effectiveness of different treatments with
sentiment analysis. The user’s demographic information is also
used in [5] to differentiate the treatment effectiveness for differ-
ent populations. Different from our work, they do not connect the
medical information within a patient semantic unit. Some empiri-
cal studies of our work in terms of search are presented in [12, 13].

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
We developed PCMIE, a Patient-Centric Medical Information

Extraction system, to connect the medical information within a pa-
tient semantic unit. The PCMIE system takes the forum data as
input and generates a patient-centric medical information database
as output. Fig. 1 shows the system architecture. To connect the

pieces of information that are related to the same patient, we need
to identify person mentions in the posts in Person Identification

module, then the Person Resolution module connects all the person
mentions that refer to the same person. While post reply relation-
ships are useful for person resolution, person reference relation-
ships are also used to infer the unknown post reply relationships
for better medical information connection, as achieved in the Reply

Relationship Inference module. The Patient Identification module
then identifies if a person is a patient based on the context of all
the person mentions referring to the same person. At last, Medical

Information Connection module connects the medical information
pieces with the relevant patient mentions. Next we discuss each
module.

The Person Identification module first identifies all the person
mentions in a post using Stanford NLP [2] and MetaMap tool [3]. A
person mentioned in a healthcare forum may serve different roles,
such as a patient, a caregiver, or a doctor. For example, from the
sentence “My daughter was diagnosed last Friday”, “My daugh-
ter” is labeled as a patient by semantic role labeling (SRL) [7] with
Propbank annotation [14]. However, it may not always be straight-
forward to determine whether a mentioned person is a patient. Con-
sider another sentence: “She is 5 years old”. We cannot identify if
“She” is a patient. But we observe that if “she” refers to the same
person as ‘My daughter”, then we know “she” is a patient mention.
Thus, in order to effectively identify whether a person is a patient,
we need to perform person resolution to find all mentions of the
same person and thus obtain a big context for judgement.

In the Person Resolution component, we cluster person mentions
in posts such that all the mentions in the same cluster refer to the
same person. There are two types of person resolution: intra-post
and inter-post person resolution. For intra-post person resolution,
we use the Stanford co-reference resolution system [2] to cluster
all the person mentions within each post. Since co-reference reso-
lution is more general than person resolution, we can easily extract
the person resolution results from the co-reference resolution re-
sults.

While existing work is focused on the resolution within a single
document (a post), an open challenge in healthcare forums is that
the same person can be mentioned in different posts. To address
that, we have developed techniques for inter-post person resolution.
We first merge the person clusters if the person mentions serve the
same role related to the same post author. For example, if the same
author mentioned “my daughter” in two different posts, the two
person clusters containing these two mentions are merged. We also
propose to utilize post reply relationships to merge clusters across
posts. For example, if post A mentions “my daughter”, and post
B replies to post A and mentions “your daughter”, then we know
these two mentions refer to the same person and merge the two
corresponding clusters.

As we can see from the previous example, the reply relationships
between posts provide valuable information for inter-post person
resolution. In fact, it can also be used for information connection
in the Medical Information Connection module. However, such
reply relationships may be unknown since some forum users do
not specify the reply relationship explicitly. We develop effective
techniques to infer the unknown reply relationships in the Reply

Relationship Inference module [11]. Among diverse features we
consider, one interesting observation is that: person reference rela-
tionships can be used to infer unknown reply relationships.

After grouping person mentions into clusters, in the Patient Iden-

tification module, we identify if a person is a patient based on all
the information in the cluster. Semantic role labeling (SRL) [7]
with Propbank annotation [14] and some patterns are used for pa-
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tient identification. For example, in the sentence “My daughter
was diagnosed last Friday”, “My daughter” is labeled as a patient,
as well as all the person mentions in the same cluster.

At last, in the Medical Information Connection module, we con-
nect the pieces of medical information, such as diseases, symptoms,
treatments, effects, with the closest patient mention before them,
and store all these connections in a patient-centric database. Note
that a piece of information, like the word “Vitamin” that appears
in a replying post in the earlier example, can be connected with a
patient mentioned in a parent post.

3. APPLICATIONS
With the generated patient-centric medical information database

that connects medical information with the corresponding patients,
we can provide more effective search on online healthcare forums
[12]. Consider again the example query “Vitamin, aggression” or
“seizure, wean”, PCMIE finds the patient whose information con-
tains both query keywords, even if the information appears in dif-
ferent posts. On the other hand, if the two keywords are not con-
nected with the same patient, even if they appear in the same post,
they will not be considered relevant to the query.

With large healthcare forum data available, we can perform ef-
fective co-occurrence analysis for ADR discovery. We first identify
all the drug names and their alias, of which we want to discover
their adverse reactions. A list of potential ADR phrases will be used
to identify all their occurrences in the data. Then we use PCMIE to
connect the drug names with the identified ADR phrases. Specif-
ically, if a drug name and an ADR phrase co-occur in the same
patient’s information, then we consider the ADR is caused by that
drug. By enforcing each co-occurrence refers to the same patient,
we expect to achieve high accuracy in ADR knowledge discovery.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we propose to connect pieces of medical informa-

tion, such as diseases, symptoms, treatments and effects, in online
healthcare forums by their semantic information units, patients,
for effective knowledge discovery. Toward this goal, we present
our PCMIE system that performs natural language processing and
data mining to generate a patient-centric database. Then we dis-
cuss two applications of using this system: keyword search and
co-occurrence analysis for ADR discovery. We have applied the
PCMIE system for keyword search on the Epilepsy forum data and
obtained promising results [12]. We are currently applying it for
co-occurrence analysis based ADR discovery on large-scale data.
A unique challenge is that the connection type matters in this appli-
cation. For example, after we identify that “Depakote” and “fever”
are strongly connected based on their associated patients, the con-
nection type is unclear: is drug “Depakote” used to treat “fever”
or does “Depakote” cause “fever”? In other words, it is hard to
determine whether fever is a symptom or an adverse effect, since
there is a significant overlap between their vocabulary. We plan to
classify the connection types between two connected information
pieces that are associated with the same patient in order to improve
the accuracy of knowledge discovery.
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